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Fascinating new information from Cobra, particularly regarding plasma and the
plasmatic plane.

“There are quantum singularity wormholes within the plasmatic plane and
in the occult terminology they are called the Tunnels of Set. Those
wormholes contain strangelet and toplet bombs and they are tied to the
physical Black Stone in the Long Island location. This is the main reason
why clearing of the plasma scalar network and the Veil is taking so long.

“There is another plane similar to plasma, but on a much higher octave, between the higher
mental (manasic) and the buddhic plane. That plane is called the buddhi-manas membrane
and separates realms of Oneness from realms of duality… This membrane is the first thing
that separated us from the Source… The density of this membrane will be greatly reduced
after the Event when the cosmic anomaly of darkness will be finally cleared.

“As Chimera are slowly losing their power, interesting intel leaks are occurring:

“The Eastern Alliance is making significant progress on the financial front to break the
dominance of the petrodollar system:

“…the Ebola scare does not have an impact that the Cabal was hoping for and all their
attempts to create a global war are also falling apart.

“I have been contacted by a group of writers that have had contact with the Indonesian and
other eastern Asian Agarthan networks from 2009-2013. That group has suggested that
people do not wait passively for the Event and have given many grassroots ideas what can
be done:”

—————————————————————

Plasma and the Planetary Situation Update

Clearing of the Chimera group continues. Their Long Island fortress can not be removed so easily
because it is tied to the plasma scalar network which forms the backbone of the Veil, extending to the
altitude of up to 8.6 miles above the surface. This is precisely the point where the Chimera and the Archons
are joining forces to defend their quarantine Earth.

To really explain what is going on, we will have to deal with very deep occult knowledge that might be
beyond science fiction for some people.
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Physicists would describe plasma as ionized gas, whereas a skilled occultist would describe plasma as a
hidden plane / dimension between the gaseous and the fourth etheric plane:

Plasmatic plane between the
physical and etheric is the
hidden location where the
Archons have concealed most
of their darkness and it was
their utmost secret. Plasmatic
plane was created as a result
of torsion forces between the
physical and etheric as a
direct consequence of cosmic
anomaly when the universe
was created and is also called
the Abyss. It can be accessed
(not recommended!) through
hidden portals that can be
found inside sephira daath on
the kabalistic tree of life:

http://hermetic.com/caduceus/qabalah/046_kab.html

There are quantum singularity wormholes within the plasmatic plane and in the occult terminology they are
called the Tunnels of Set. Those wormholes contain strangelet and toplet bombs and they are tied to the
physical Black Stone in the Long Island location. This is the main reason why clearing of the plasma scalar
network and the Veil is taking so long.

The Light forces are dealing with this situation and there has been significant progress regarding removal
of the plasma strangelet bombs, whereas plasma toplet bombs still remain a challenge.

http://hermetic.com/caduceus/qabalah/046_kab.html


There is another plane similar to
plasma, but on a much higher octave,
between the higher mental (manasic)
and the buddhic plane. That plane is
called the buddhi-manas membrane
and separates realms of Oneness
from realms of duality. This membrane
was created as a result of torsion
forces between the mental and
buddhic (intuitional) plane as a direct
consequence of cosmic anomaly
when the universe was created. This
membrane is the first thing that
separated us from the Source when
we descended into Creation as sparks
of conscoiouness long time ago in
galactic history. The density of this
membrane will be greatly reduced
after the Event when the cosmic
anomaly of darkness will be finally cleared.

As Chimera are slowly losing their power, interesting intel leaks are occurring:

http://www.openminds.tv/nsa-says-lost-non-redacted-ufo-files/29986

Promising new technologies are introduced:

http://rt.com/news/188332-mox-nuclear-fuel-production/
<a href="http:http://inhabitat.com/the-worlds-first-saltwater-powered-electric-car-is-now-street-legal-in-
germany/

The Eastern Alliance is making significant progress on the financial front to break the dominance of the
petrodollar system:

http://finance.yahoo.com/news/china-start-direct-currency-trading-euro-110234836–finance.html
http://www.examiner.com/article/china-will-use-gold-and-gold-pricing-to-force-global-currency-reset
http://rt.com/business/191804-russia-ditch-dollar-2-years/

As you probably know, the Ebola scare does not have an impact that the Cabal was hoping for and all their
attempts to create a global war are also falling apart.

The Islamic State, a Jesuit creation, is having a lot of attention in the mass media. One purpose of the
Archons and their Jesuit puppets in their occult war against the people is to associate the name of
Goddess Isis with their dark creation in the minds of the masses. Therefore I would suggest all alternative
media stop using the name ISIS for the Islamic State, but rater [rather] use ISIL or Islamic State instead.
You can also sign this petition:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/767/932/805/?z00m=21513247&redirectID=1467294665

I have been contacted by a group of writers that have had contact with the Indonesian and other eastern
Asian Agarthan networks from 2009-2013. That group has suggested that people do not wait passively for
the Event and have given many grassroots ideas what can be done:
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http://thewhitebook2015.blogspot.tw/2014/08/the-white-book.html?m=1
https://medium.com/@Frodonomics2015/critical-mass-create-a-billion-jobs-now-dfc16d1aa50b

Another beautiful idea that may make people rethink how to solve their housing situations has appeared:

http://www.lifebuzz.com/earthships/

Victory of the Light is near!
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